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Hewlett Packard has been a leader for over a decade in the market of printer ink cartridges. They
have always made a mark for the quality, reliability and economy they offer. People using this brand
of ink supplies are getting the advantages of quality printouts and greater yield per unit. If you
compare the output and yield of HP ink cartridges with any other brand, the former will always
provide you a winning result.

With various products supplying the technological market including computers, laptops and printers,
the brand has grown to be one of the popular names all over the world. Not only in businesses and
offices, the products have also reached out to every house now, especially its printer line which has
strengthened its position in the market. Their printer ink supplies are another great achievement that
has added another feather in the cap.

The company implements advanced formulations and latest technology when it comes to produce
ink, and their effort ensures that the users get a new print head every time a new cartridge is
installed. This feature is unique with this brand, and they exclusively maintain their quality and
standard by implementing the concept of new print head into each unit. Although, other brands of
printer also have the print heads, they wear with use resulting to poor quality print and inferior
performance. 

When comparing the printers of all kinds, HP comes out as one of the most widely used printers in
the world, and it is no surprise that most people prefer to use these printers for home or corporate
printing purpose. However, people are now claiming that HP ink cartridges are getting highly
expensive, compelling them to shift to another brand that come with cheaper price or to switch to
refill kits or compatible cartridges. 

Read on the following to know about different types of HP cartridges that you can choose from for
your printers.

Blue package is the standard HP cartridges which are meant for people who only print occasionally. 

Green means the value package. These are perfect choice for people who print considerably and on
regular basis. These are the high-capacity units come in combo packs. 

Red package units are the specialty packs that are specially formulated to deliver high-quality
printing for photos or documents, and they water and fading resistant. 

In any way, you want the best possible quality printouts, so choose wisely that fits you the best.
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HP Printer ink at Ink-Cartridge.ca. a HP Ink Cartridges works best when used with HP Printer.
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